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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSON</td>
<td>Binary JavaScript Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPS</td>
<td>Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Cascading Style Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hypertext Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>JavaScript Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KML</td>
<td>Keyhole Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL</td>
<td>Not Only SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POI</td>
<td>Point of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMS</td>
<td>Relational Database Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODA</td>
<td>Socrata Open Data API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSI</td>
<td>Spatial Sciences Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPS</td>
<td>Virtual Private Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

This thesis details the creation of an open-source Web GIS application that can quickly match crime incidents and location-tagged social media posts that share location in space and time. The objective was in support of an over-arching goal of providing a publicly available investigative tool that could be used by citizens and members of law enforcement, augment existing social media strategies in law enforcement, and aid in accelerating case clearances. Detailed herein, are the methods for, and the open-source and free-to-use technologies used to, create the application. While the application works as expected, it was discovered that the study area did not produce the amount of location-tagged social media information needed for a consistently high rate of spatiotemporal co-location of crime incidents with social media posts. Analysis of the data collected for this work confirmed the reasons for the lack of co-locations and revealed directions for future work, which are also discussed.
Chapter 1 Introduction

In the first half of 2017, a homicide was committed every 15 hours in the City of Chicago. This statistic is harrowing and in opposition to the 15-year downward trend in violent crime nationwide. Nonetheless, of the 160 Chicago homicides, from January 1, 2017 to April 1, 2017, suspects have been charged in only 38 cases (Thompson 2017). A 24 percent homicide clearance rate implies room for improvement and the need to consider new methods of criminal investigation. The project described in this document is an attempt to improve social media canvassing in law enforcement. Social media canvassing is a recent addition to a broader investigative canvassing strategy.

By accessing social media, investigators can exploit a wealth of information that can be used to locate perpetrators, develop probable cause for warrants, and identify witnesses, before a physical investigative canvass is initiated (Giacalone 2017). To help achieve the goals of social media canvassing, this thesis developed a web-based application that maps crime incidents and social media posts that share common location and time. If spatiotemporal co-locations are found between a homicide or other crime incident and georeferenced Twitter posts, it may be possible to extract useful information about the perpetrators of, witnesses to, or the circumstances surrounding the crime.

The objective of this thesis was the development of an open-source Web GIS application that maps crime incidents and social media posts that are spatiotemporally co-located with the crime incidents. The mapping of crime incidents and the co-located social media posts are based on user-specified criteria: crime incidents are mapped according to user inputs, for crime type and a window of one or many days, while social media posts are filtered with a user definition of spatiotemporal co-location in minutes and meters. This objective is situated within the broader
goal of encouraging the use of location-based social media canvassing to provide information relevant to crime investigation. The next section describes the motivation behind the application.

1.1. Motivation

The intent behind the creation of this Web GIS application is to foster public awareness, promote community involvement, and provide law enforcement with a location-based system for initiating a social media canvass. Both public awareness and community involvement are beneficial in preventing crime (Chicago 1998) and the social media canvass is an important part of a broader investigative canvassing strategy (Giacalone 2015). Further discussion of each of these aspects is covered in the following three subsections.

1.1.1. Public Awareness

Crime mapping applications available online provide anyone with an internet connection access to information about the types of crime committed in specific neighborhoods. While this information can be used by law enforcement to more appropriately allocate personnel and resources, the public can use it to prevent further crime through greater awareness. Prevention measures could include avoiding certain areas at certain times or taking steps to make oneself less vulnerable. By mapping various crime types, users of the Web GIS application developed for this thesis can develop an understanding of where various crimes are occurring in the city of Chicago.

1.1.2. Community Involvement

Community involvement is a key component of Chicago’s Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) (Chicago 1998). CAPS was developed in the early 1990s as a response to the high rate of violent crime in the City of Chicago. It is the city’s version of community policing, a term
broadly used to describe greater engagement between police and citizens. In CAPS, community involvement takes the form of “beat community meetings” where individuals and citizen groups can meet with their beat officers to prioritize local problems and come up with ways to address them.

The application developed for this thesis takes citizen involvement a step further. By making this application available on the web, members of the public can participate in social media canvassing by seeking out spatiotemporally co-located tweets, reviewing the content, and possibly reporting anything they deem relevant. It is possible that members of the public will find meaningful details in the social media content that go unnoticed by police investigators. This opportunity for citizens to aid law enforcement fits nicely within the CAPS community policing strategy.

1.1.3. An Investigative Tool

A 2014 LexisNexis survey of police departments found that four out of five investigating officers used social media in investigations. Despite this, the same survey found that only 50 percent of officers in command positions think that social media is useful in criminal investigations. Similarly, 52 percent of the law enforcement agencies surveyed had no standard procedures in place for the use of social media in investigations (LexisNexis 2014).

This last motivation behind this thesis’s application is not to change the perception of the value of social media in criminal investigation. Nor is it to provide a set of social media investigative procedures. Instead, the motivation is to provide investigators with an inexpensive, location-based augmentation to whatever social media strategy is already in place. Even if support for social media canvassing is spotty, an investigator lacking specialized proprietary software (like ArcGIS) and equipment, could benefit from a web application able to run on any
device with a browser connected to the internet. The application built for this thesis was started only a small monthly cost for a cloud server. It could be easily maintained by existing IT personnel with intermediate knowledge of web technologies. An inexpensive application exploiting the location data found in public social media posts that promotes citizen engagement and accelerates case clearances would be a boon to an investigator looking to develop a strategy for social media investigation.

1.2. Application Overview

This application was developed to be useful to both members of the law enforcement community and the public. It is a proof of concept that uses the City of Chicago as a study area and maps crime locations and spatiotemporally co-located Twitter posts. The following subsections describe the reasons for choosing Chicago as a study area, what the application does, and how the application works.

1.2.1. Study Area

Chicago was chosen as the study area for this application for two reasons: because Chicago is one of a few municipalities that release crime data in an easily queried format, and because the city has recently been in the news regarding a spike in homicides and gun related crime in 2016. Even though violent crime is trending down and has been for many years, violent crime rates in Chicago, in the first few months of 2017, are like those of 2016. Furthermore, the homicide clearance rate in 2016 was about 22 percent and is following a similar trajectory in 2017 (Thompson 2017). This clearance rate is far lower than the nationwide clearance rate of 66 percent (Madhani 2016). This makes Chicago is a suitable candidate for this project. Figure 1 is a map of the study area and the bounding box used for data collection.
1.2.2. Application Functionality

The application maps incidents of crime based on user inputs for crime type, and a date range. When the user clicks a specific incident, the application displays the locations of Twitter posts that are spatiotemporally co-located with the incident based on the incident’s coordinates and user inputs for time and distance. Information about the incident is displayed in a window while the content of any spatiotemporally co-located Twitter posts is presented in a scrollable list.
1.2.3. Spatiotemporal Co-location Results

Later in this document it is noted that once the application was working, it became apparent that spatiotemporal co-location between crimes and location-tagged Twitter posts was rare during the two months of data collection. To confirm this observation and help determine if geographic coordinates in social media metadata can be used in social media canvassing to find information useful to crime investigations, analysis of the data was conducted to answer the following questions:

- How many crime incidents had spatiotemporal co-locations with Twitter posts?
- What roles do space and time play in the number of spatiotemporal co-locations?
- If spatiotemporal co-locations are found, do they contain valuable information?

This study concludes with an exploration of these questions using the crime and tweet data collected for this project.

1.3. Structure of this Document

The objective of this thesis was to create a Web GIS application that uses location and timestamps to spatiotemporally co-locate social media posts with crime incidents with the idea that the content of such posts may contain information relevant to the crime. Chapter 2 examines related work and similar crime mapping applications that already exist. Chapters 3 and 4 recount the application requirements, data sources, and the development of the application. Chapter 5 outlines the methods for assessing the application, details the assessment results and draws conclusions about the efficacy of the application. Finally, Chapter 6 explores opportunities for improvement and directions for future work.
Chapter 2 Background

Online crime maps are usually mashups consisting of a basemap overlaid by a law enforcement data source containing geolocated crime incidents. The basemap could be from an open-source or free-to-use API such as OpenStreetMap or Google Maps, or a licensed service like Esri’s ArcGIS Online. The service, as provided to the public, is intended to be informative. On the law enforcement side, crime mapping is used to allocate resources, predict incidents of crime, and investigate crime. The web application described here is built for similar purposes and is similarly informative, but also attempts to discover information of investigative utility through the addition of a social media component. The social media data comes from publicly available Twitter posts that have geographic coordinates contained in their metadata. Twitter was chosen as a source for social media data because it is described as one of the “Big Six” social media sites recommended for social media canvassing (Giacalone 2017) and is already the second most used form of social media by law enforcement (Burrows 2015).

Since this project combines crime mapping, Twitter data, and a cloud-based NoSQL database, the following review of related work is divided accordingly. Section 2.1 touches briefly on the history of crime mapping and ends with a description of some current publicly available online crime mapping applications. Section 2.2 examines the relationships between social media, crime investigation, and crime prevention. Section 2.3 covers some of the ways Twitter data have been used in online mapping applications. Section 2.4 discusses NoSQL databases generally and MongoDB specifically as a means for storing spatiotemporal data.

2.1. Web Applications for Crime Mapping

Over the past 100 years, advances in mapping crime have mirrored those in cartography, computerized mapping, and geographic information systems. Before computers, crimes were
mapped simply by marking incidents with pins on a paper map. This process was time consuming and provided for only simple pattern analysis. Other drawbacks included the large amount of physical space required to display a functional crime map (especially one of a large urban area), and the fact that the only way to preserve a wall-mounted pin and paper map, was to photograph it (Harries 1999).

According to Keith Harries, computerized mapping began to chip away at these limitations. The first computerized crime maps from the 1960s used printouts as a means of display. While the data used to reproduce a map were more archivable, the process of initial map creation was still costly in terms of labor for coding map coordinates and crime data onto punched cards. In the late 1980s and 1990s, desktop computers became cheap and ubiquitous. Advancements in display and storage technologies (beyond punch cards and printouts) allowed computerized crime mapping with geographic information systems to become practical and widely used in law enforcement.

While the availability of cheap fast computers made the use of geographic information systems in policework practical, the widespread adoption of computerized crime mapping is further explained by a “crisis in confidence” in policing methods during the 1970s and 1980s (Weisburd and Lum 2005). Traditional policing methods, such as increased preventative patrols and improving rapid response time, were shown to be ineffective at both reducing crime and increasing the likelihood of an arrest on-scene. Weisburd and Lum note that the need for new tools for policing became apparent.

Today, Geographic Information Systems provide many advantages over pin and paper crime maps. Crime mapping is now less time consuming and error prone and it no longer requires a large monetary investment to produce crime maps. Best of all, as Weisburd and Lum
note, GIS allow other geographic data to be compared with crime incident locations in the study area. For example, it is now easy to view population and demographic information along with crime incident locations. Combining disparate data sets has become easy, making previously unseen patterns visible to law enforcement and to the public.

With many sources of crime data and many options for embedding basemaps (Google Maps, Open Street Maps, ArcGIS Online) anyone with a computer connected to the internet can view or even create their own crime maps. It is possible to build a Web GIS application for crime mapping entirely out of open-source software and publicly available crime data. In 2014, Zhou et. al created an open-source Web GIS to for the detection of crime hotspots. It proved to be both a cost-effective replacement for commercial crime mapping solutions and a good decision support system for small law enforcement agencies. A similar open-source strategy is used in this thesis to create a Web GIS crime mapping application that could be easily adopted by agencies using existing hardware and software, and could support location-based social media canvassing.

Crime mapping is no longer exclusive to law enforcement agencies. Reliable high-speed internet and the widespread availability of data, make cloud based geographic information systems possible (Web GIS). Users can now choose from a variety of crime mapping applications that use online data stores to display crime incidents (CrimeMapping.com), choropleth maps, or heat maps (maps.NYC.gov/crime). These applications typically display crime data directly from law enforcement agencies via either a public feed or a direct upload from the agencies. Web scraping, a process where data is programmatically extracted from web pages, is utilized to a lesser extent (Paulson and LeBeau 2013).
CrimeMapping.com is built on Esri’s ArcGIS platform. The web map uses crime data sourced from participating law enforcement across North America with the goal of crime reduction through an informed citizenry. The user interface allows the user to filter crimes by type, location, and date. Users may also generate various reports and charts detailing crime in their area of interest (TriTech Software Systems 2016).

Another crime mapping application, similar in functionality to CrimeMapping.com, is SpotCrime. SpotCrime offers the same filtering and reporting options with some notable differences. The user interface is built around the Google Maps JavaScript API basemap, which is free to use so long as the service SpotCrime is providing is also freely available1. Even though it is possible to view crimes in multiple jurisdictions across the United States, crime data for a specific area must be selected from a drop-down list of participating jurisdictions. With CrimeMapping.com, crime data for different areas is available simply by panning the map to a new area.

NYC Crime Map is an example of a web GIS crime map that is city specific. The New York City government built the application on the Google Maps for Business platform. Users can map the locations of felony crimes filtered by date. The NYC Crime Map also offers the ability to quickly view crime rates per 1000 citizens by precinct. The stated goal of NYC Crime Map is enabling citizens to make informed decisions about their personal safety (New York DoITT 2013; Reilly 2013; Reilly 2014).

1 For more information on the terms and limitations of the Google Maps JavaScript API, see: https://developers.google.com/maps/pricing-and-plans/#details.
2.2. Social Media Canvassing in Law Enforcement

In the past ten years, the use of social media in crime prediction, prevention, and investigation has grown. A 2014 LexisNexis survey shows that 82 percent of law enforcement professionals use social media as an investigative tool with 25 percent using social media daily (up from 16 percent from 2012), and 72 percent believe that the use of social media accelerates case closures (up six percent from 2012) (LexisNexis 2014). Joseph Giacalone, a retired detective, extolled the virtues of “Social Media Canvasses” that include the identification of potential witnesses (Giacalone 2017). Members of the public show similar enthusiasm. In a 2014 Accenture Consulting survey of citizens from eight countries including the United States, 88 percent of respondents believed that digital technologies including social media can be used in crime investigations to “ask the public for information on specific cases” (Blackwood and Radvanyi 2014, n.p.).

Despite the apparent widespread use of social media in law enforcement documented in the 2014 LexisNexis survey (4 of 5 officers claimed to use social media in investigations), Detective Giacalone, in a recent communication via Facebook Messenger, lamented that it was “mind-boggling” that many police departments do not have social media canvassing strategies in place. The 2014 LexisNexis survey also indicates that only half of the respondents in command positions support the use of social media as an investigative tool. This has led to a lack of support in terms of training and equipment for investigators to conduct proper social media canvasses.

2.3. Twitter Location and Web GIS

Twitter is a micro-blogging website where users can post quick, 140-character updates called “tweets”. When a user tweets, a variety of metadata is associated with the post including a
timestamp, and often some type of location data. In 2016, the service had 320 million monthly active users who produced 500 million tweets a day. Twitter’s large user base, the packaging of spatial data with tweets, and the ease of access to publicly available tweets through Twitter’s Streaming API, have made it a popular data source for many Web GIS applications.

One web GIS application called World Seer uses Twitter as a source of geotagged photographs and allows users to view the photos by clicking photo locations on a map. This application uses the Twitter Streaming API to collect geotagged tweets with photographs. The tweets and photographs are stored in databases accessible to the application (Yanai 2012).

Another Web GIS application called Senseplace2 maps tweets based on keyword and date queries to improve situational awareness in crisis management. Like World Seer, Senseplace2 uses the Twitter Streaming API for data collection. The Twitter data is stored in a PostGresSQL database. The application also searches for place names in the tweet content, and uses the GeoNames database of place names to geotag tweets that lack specific geographic coordinates. The purpose of Senseplace2 is to provide users with a means to visually filter Twitter data based on location and time to aid in foraging for information relevant to crisis events (MacEachren 2012).

Since the percentage of tweets with metadata containing explicit geographic coordinates is low, the examples mentioned above look to methods for inferring the location of tweets. Location inference is not used in this thesis but is mentioned here as a possibility for future enhancement to the application. Like the method used in the Senseplace2 application, Zhang and Gelernter have developed software that takes place names from tweet content and matches them to entries in the GeoNames place names database so that the place names can be geocoded. This
is accompanied by an algorithm that selects the appropriate GeoNames entry based on other pieces of tweet metadata such as time zone and language (Zhang and Gelernter 2014).

Along the same lines, Li and Sun (2014) described how they extract points of interest (POI) from the tweets’ content, match them to entries in a Foursquare database, and then perform linguistic analysis on the content to determine if users are on their way to the POI, at the POI, or leaving the POI. Based on these results, the user’s distance from the POI can be estimated.

Other methods of location inference work without the use of an external database of place names. Chandra and Muhaya (2011), using only tweet and tweet reply content, demonstrated a method that can estimate user location within 100 miles of the actual user location 22 percent of the time. A 2013 study by David Jurgens demonstrates a method to infer Twitter user locations in a large social network with a small number of initially known user locations. While these methods can make location inferences for a sizable percentage of the posts, the city-level accuracy makes the results of the methods described above unsuitable for this project.

2.4. NoSQL for Big Spatial Data Storage

The increase in the amount of semi-structured data available to researchers has created challenges in data storage using relational database management systems (RDMS). In the RDMS model, the data schema (i.e. fields, tables, and relationships) is somewhat fixed in the design stage. This is fine if the database is to be tailored to a specific data source, but fixed schemas become problematic when considering multiple, disparate data sources with varied formats. Changing the structure of an RDMS database after it has been in use can result in errors and data loss if the changes are not executed with care.

Extended periods of data collection further complicate the use of RDMS in that the formats of individual data sources may change over time. Much of the data available on the web
comes in Extensible Markup Language (XML) or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) formats where data are arbitrarily defined and often contain nested data points. These data must be reformatted and normalized to fit a tabular data structure. Operations for extracting, transforming, and loading data into an RDMS can require a lot of skill, be time consuming, and be prone to error (Tear 2014).

The problems mentioned above have led to the increased popularity of Not Only SQL (NoSQL) database systems for storing large volumes of semi-structured data. NoSQL systems are not full GIS suites, but there have been efforts to incorporate NoSQL storage capabilities into common RDMS-based GIS software through plug-ins (Peirce 2012; Kaliogirou and Boehm 2017). Others have written Python scripts that can process Esri shapefiles and store them in a NoSQL database (Zhang, Song, and Liu 2014).

MongoDB is a popular NoSQL document database system that supports the storing of semi-structured and nested data in Binary JSON format (BSON) and geospatial data (GeoJSON). MongoDB also supports two-dimensional geospatial indexing (2dsphere), and geospatial queries (near, geoNear) (de Souza Batista et.al. 2014). These features make MongoDB a good means of storing data from the web, especially data from social media networks where location is a component.

Even though geospatial support in MongoDB is limited to the topological functions of intersect and within (de Souza Batista et al. 2014), MongoDB’s spatial data retrieval ability has been shown to be extremely efficient when compared to like functionality in ArcGIS (Duan and Chen 2015). While ArcGIS is a fully-formed geographic information system with rich spatial analysis capabilities, the efficiency demonstrated by MongoDB makes it suitable for data storage in support of location-based services on the web.
2.5. Application Considerations

The design of the open-source crime mapping application described in this document drew from existing crime mapping applications such as CrimeMapper.com and the NYC Crime Map. The application objective of spatiotemporally co-locating social media posts supports the overall goal of augmenting existing social media canvassing procedures to increase case clearance rates. Furthermore, its open-source nature and platform independence allows for easy implementation for departments that may lack resources for additional of social media canvassing.

Twitter data is used in this application for two reasons. The first reason is that Twitter is one of the “Big Six” social media sites recommended as starting points in social media canvassing strategy. Secondly, Twitter data is widely used in geospatial research, so the means of collection and storage are well-documented.

The NoSQL datastore, MongoDB v.3.4\(^2\) was selected for this project because it too is well-documented and it provides the very functionality needed to achieve the application objective. Namely, its geospatial indexing scheme (2dsphere\(^3\)) and support for a topological within-query ($\text{near}^4$) make the objective of spatiotemporal co-location of tweets with crime incidents possible. MongoDB’s demonstrated efficiency in returning query results from large datasets make it desirable for use with web applications like the application described in this thesis. It is possible to store JSON or GeoJSON objects in a column (one object per cell) inside of a relational database like PostgreSQL. This was not done because doing so would add RDBMS functionality that wouldn’t be used in the application and could have added overhead.

\(^2\) For documentation concerning MongoDB v.3.4, see: https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/
\(^3\) https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/2dsphere/
\(^4\) https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/operator/query/near/
either to the reads from, or writes to the database, depending on the JSON datatype being used. Simply put, MongoDB is designed for storing JSON while relational database systems have added in support for JSON.

The last reason MongoDB was chosen over a RDBMS was its horizontal scaling ability. This doesn’t come into play during the data collection period of this thesis, but could if the application where used for an extended period and required continuous data collection. In this case, the MongoDB could be easily distributed over many servers as storage needs increased. Horizontal scaling is possible with RDBMS but is complicated by the existence of complex joins and referential integrity rules that are not needed in a NoSQL database like MongoDB, nor are they needed for this thesis’s application to function. Entities can be clearly represented in single objects rather than a series of tables joined by keys. MongoDB was built to handle JSON data, it supports the geospatial indexes and queries needed for this thesis’s application to function, and is easily scalable if storage needs increase. The following chapter outlines this application’s design and functionality essentials.
Chapter 3 Application Requirements

Application objectives and user needs were reviewed to make decisions on the application’s design and backend functionality. The following sections state the goals of the application, user requirements, and functional requirements.

3.1. Application Objective

The application objective is to map crime incidents and then map tweets that are spatiotemporally co-located with the crime incidents. The mapping of crime incident locations is based on a user-specified window of time. In the application, a window of time can be one or many days and is defined by the user with date pickers for the window’s start and end dates. Crimes occurring within the user-defined dates are displayed on the map. Information associated with the mapped crimes is displayed in an information window when a crime incident location is clicked by a user. Next, the application maps locations of tweets based on three user-defined criteria: a crime incident location, a radial distance from the incident location, and a window of time surrounding the incident. Tweets that fall within the bounds of the criteria are displayed on the map when a user clicks a homicide incident. By clicking on a tweet on the map, users gain access to its content and associated metadata in a scrollable list which can be analyzed for information relevant to the co-located homicide.

3.2. User Requirements

To meet the goals of this application, the user must be able to map homicide incidents based on a start date and an end date. To define the boundaries of spatiotemporal co-location, the user must also be able to specify a time and distance from a crime incident. Inputs for these
criteria are provided in the application as text boxes. For date inputs, a date picker is associated with the textbox.

The specification of spatiotemporal co-location must be flexible based on the nature of the crime and the needs of the investigator or public user. For example, an investigator may be looking for eye-witnesses to the crime itself requiring a spatiotemporal co-location definition with an elevated level of specificity. Alternatively, an investigator may be looking for witnesses who heard events leading up to, during, and after the crime took place so the definition of spatiotemporal co-location could be broadened to include a large area and a wide window of time. Therefore, spatiotemporal co-location is defined by user inputs. As mentioned above, these inputs include a window of time surrounding the homicide (in minutes) and a radial distance from the homicide (in meters).

3.3. Functional Requirements

In considering the user requirements, there are some operations that the application must handle in the backend. Beginning with the user’s first interaction, selecting a window of time to map homicides, the application must take the user input and create a query to retrieve homicide data. This is accomplished with some JavaScript that takes the start and end dates, entered by the user, and fills placeholder variables in a query to the Socrata Open Data API used by the City of Chicago for sharing crime data. When the data is returned, another JavaScript function creates markers from the data and places them on the map.

With the homicides mapped, the user defines the parameters for spatiotemporal co-location for the tweets. These inputs must be turned into another query that retrieves data from the GeoJSON file containing the collected Tweets. Again, JavaScript is used to complete this interaction from forming the query to mapping the query result.
3.4. Application Design

Open-source and free-to-use software was used for this application with the web as its platform. Ease-of-use considerations were made so that the user could understand the purpose of the application without a great deal of instruction. The following subsections justify the choices made in the software, the platform, and the user experience design.

3.4.1. Software

As noted above, open-source and free-to-use software and technologies were used to create this application. Atom.io was the integrated development environment used to create the web page, PyCharm was used to write the Python scripts used for data collection and MongoDB was used to store the data. For data assessment, PyCharm was used to extract data from the MongoDB database and QGIS was used to create maps from the data.

While proprietary software, such as ArcGIS Online, may have everything needed to build this application pre-baked, proprietary software can be costly both in terms of money and in terms of freedom. When seen in this light, software licensing fees are detrimental to the repeatability of research as only those with access to licenses, either through their own bank account or through the institutions they are members of, can take part. The open-source components of this project will allow for greater repeatability because of the inherent liberation of open-source software. Anyone with an internet connection could repeat and improve upon this research without concerning themselves with licensing restrictions.

3.4.2. Platform

Since this web application is a proof of concept, it is designed primarily for use on desktop or laptop computers with a web browser. Being browser-based, it can also run on any device with a web browser installed such as smartphones and tablets. Some modifications might
be necessary to make the application easier to use with smaller displays. Although not an
objective of this project, this could be accomplished by adding separate cascading style sheets
(CSS) for smaller screens and some code allowing the application to recognize what type of
device the application is running on.

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript are easy to use and one can focus on what issues need to be
solved regarding the application itself rather than issues that come up because of cross-platform
inconsistencies. If the application turns out to be useful, it will be easier to port to specific
mobile platforms like Android or iOS because the workings of the application have already been
mapped out.

3.4.3. UX Design

While the application goals are reached with backend operations querying and then
displaying the data on the map, the user experience must be considered. Forms for entering query
criteria are intuitive, but also collapsible to provide a better view of the map. The JavaScript
libraries JQuery and JQuery-UI are used to ease input (date pickers) and make the forms
containing the controls collapsible.

There also must be an area to display data associated with homicide incidents as they are
selected by the user. JavaScript is used to display data associated with a marker in an info
window off to one side of the map. This decision was made to avoid the default info balloons
cluttering up the map and covering other homicide or tweet locations. Chapter 4 describes the
development of the application based on the requirements outlined in this chapter.
Chapter 4 Application Development

The application is composed of five parts: a webpage to display the application; the Google Maps API to retrieve a basemap; the Socrata Open Data API (SODA)\(^5\) to access the crime data hosted on the Chicago Data Portal at cityofchicago.org; a virtual private server (VPS) responsible for tweet collection and storage; and, the Twitter Streaming API that provides access to the tweets. A diagram of the application’s structure and the tools used to create the application are shown in Figure 2 and Table 1 respectively.

\[\text{Figure 2: Application structure}\]

\(^5\) For documentation on SODA, see: https://dev.socrata.com/foundry/data.cityofchicago.org/6zsd-86xi.
Table 1: Technologies used in the creation of the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Area</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Functionality Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crime Data</td>
<td>SODA</td>
<td>Used to access the Chicago crime database at the Chicago Data Portal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>Stores the tweets as GeoJSON documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Node.js</td>
<td>Enables the use of JavaScript on the server side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mongoose.js</td>
<td>Opens a connection to the MongoDB (requires Node.js)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hapi.js</td>
<td>Used to create the RESTful API that allows the application to access tweets from the MongoDB database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter Data</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Defines the content of the web application page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Defines the layout and style of elements on the web application page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>Defines the Google Map, responds to user inputs, and build RESTful queries to the two APIs used in the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google Maps API</td>
<td>Allows the embedding of Google Maps with JavaScript.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jquery/JQueryUI</td>
<td>Simplified the selecting of form elements to retrieve values and creating date pickers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following sections describe each component in detail, starting with the Chicago Data Portal and the MongoDB database of Twitter posts, and ending with the webpage.

4.1. The Chicago Data Portal

The application gets crime incidents and their related data from The City of Chicago Data Portal. The information is available as a downloadable table called “Crimes – 2001 to present”. The data is also made available, for free, via a RESTful API called SODA. A piece of JavaScript code created for the application builds a RESTful query URL to SODA, and manages the response. The response object from SODA is in JSON format. JSON is a data format that is easy for humans to read and write, and easy for computers to parse. A normal JSON document consists of a JavaScript array containing a list of objects. Information on the JSON format is
available online\(^6\). In the case of this application, is an incident of crime represented by a series of key : value pairs. The application uses JavaScript to iterate over this list of crime incidents to display them as markers on the map.

### 4.2. The Database of Twitter Posts

The second database was created specifically for the application. It is not possible to query Twitter’s full history via Twitter’s free APIs. Therefore, it was necessary to first collect the data and then make it available to the application. The first of the following subsections describes the methods for data collection and storage. The second subsection describes how the twitter data was made available to the application.

Data collection and data storage both happen on a Linode virtual private server (VPS) purchased for the purposes of this project. Linode is a cloud hosting company, like Amazon AWS or Rackspace, but with an eye toward economy. For example, the VPS purchased for this project costs five dollars per month rather than around 205 dollars per month for an Amazon AWS account. The idea behind this application is simple and requires few of the bells and whistles included with Amazon’s service. This makes a barebones (yet customizable) VPS ideal for this project.

It was decided to run the collection script on the VPS for two reasons. First, it was more stable than a home internet connection available to the author and prevented interruptions in the running of the collection script. Second, since the application requires the results of data collection to be stored in an online document database, it was easier to run the collection script on the same machine (VPS) that is responsible for storing and serving the data. Twitter data collection began on May 3, 2017 and ended on July 2, 2017 using the TwitterAPI.

---

\(^6\) For a description of JSON see: http://www.json.org/.
TwitterAPI is a Python library, available from GitHub, for interacting with Twitter’s Search and Streaming APIs. With this library installed on the VPS it was possible to write a Python script that connects to Twitter’s streaming API, filter the response with a bounding box surrounding Chicago, and log each Twitter post to the console. The script written to collect tweets for this thesis is available in Appendix A.

It should be noted that the Twitter Streaming API only allows free access to a one percent sample of Twitter’s total traffic. However, if a filter constrains the result to something less than the one percent cap, all Twitter posts that fit within the filter’s criteria will be returned (andypiper 2014).

Since each post in the Twitter API response contains a lot of extraneous metadata, the Python script was also used to select the portions that would be used by the application. These include user_ID and screen name, geographic coordinates, post content, a timestamp, and any URLs that were included in the post. To save space in the database, only the information needed by the application was extracted from tweets. For each Twitter post, the Python script takes these pieces of information and creates a GeoJSON document and pushes the document to a MongoDB document database (See Figure 3).

![Diagram of data collection from the Twitter Streaming API and storage on the Linode VPS.](image)

---

7 GeoJSON is a data format based on JSON that supports the storage of a variety of vector types. For GeoJSON standards, see: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946.
Twitter posts collected for this application are stored in MongoDB database. MongoDB stores documents in JSON format making it ideal for storing the GeoJSON files resulting from the Python collection script. Another excellent feature of MongoDB is the ability to create spatial indexes (if coordinate fields are available). MongoDB’s 2dshpere spatial indexing scheme was used to make spatial queries of the twitter data possible. The index was created once during data collection. New tweets were indexed as they were added to the database and there was no observed slow-down or stalling of the data collection script.

With the data stored and spatially indexed, the data then needs to be available to the application as a RESTful API response, the same way as the crime incident data comes from the SODA API. The API needs to accept the criteria for spatiotemporal co-location (the location of a crime incident, a window of time surrounding the incident, and a radial distance from the incident), make a spatial query to the document database, and return the results from the query. To accomplish this, a JavaScript framework called hapi.js was used to create an API endpoint. The endpoint accepts variables for the definition of spatiotemporal co-location, supplies these to a spatial query of the document database, and returns the results to the application in JSON format. Code for this custom API can be seen in Appendix B of this document. The application is then able to iterate through the objects in the response (each object is a tweet) and display them on the map.

4.3. The Web Page

The frontend of the web page is made up of an embedded Google Map, a form for user input of query variables, a window for displaying information about crimes and co-located tweets, and a legend describing map symbology. The backend consists of JavaScript responsible for map display, processing user input, and constructing queries of the external databases. Figure
4 shows the full application window and the following subsections describe each part of the frontend and backend in greater detail.

![Figure 4: Full application window.](image)

### 4.3.1. The Basemap

The most prominent feature of the web page is an embedded basemap created using the Google Maps API for JavaScript. Embedding a Google map involves creating an HTML container, usually a `<div>` element. The container is given an “id” (in this case simply “map”) so that it can be accessible to a piece of backend JavaScript. This script is responsible for retrieving map data from Google and displaying the data inside the “map” container. Rules for displaying the container, i.e. height, width, and page position, can be described either in-line within the HTML document, or, as in the case of this application, an external CSS file referenced in the HTML document. Styling the map data itself was accomplished by adding style definitions for each element of the Google map to the JavaScript responsible for map display (Google 2017).
With the basemap in place, a polygon outlining the City of Chicago was added for user reference as Chicago’s boundary is not apparent from a normal Google map. The boundary polygon was created from a KML file downloaded from The City of Chicago Data Portal and was last updated in 2011. While it is possible to overlay a polygon onto a Google Map directly from a referenced KML file, it was discovered that doing so had an undesirable effect on initial map loading and map resizing. Therefore, the decision was made to include the polygon in the map definition in the JavaScript responsible for map display. The map definition used in this project can be seen in Appendix C.

The process for including the boundary in the Google map definition required converting the multi-part KML polygon to a series of JavaScript arrays that could be used in defining a Google Maps polygon. The two formats are quite different. The shape of KML polygons are defined by comma separated coordinates. Coordinate pairs (or triads if a z-value is included) are separated by spaces. These sets are then enclosed in KML <coordinates> tags. In a Google map, polygons can be described with arrays of key : value pairs.

The area of the City of Chicago is represented by a multi-part polygon consisting of five parts. For each part, the contents between the <coordinates> tags were copied to text and treated as a .CSV file in Microsoft Excel, where each coordinate pair had its own row and each coordinate had its own column. A formula was written to create the appropriate key : value pairs and JavaScript array definitions in the empty cells adjacent to the coordinates. The results for each part were then copied and pasted into the code used to define the Google Maps polygon in the application. Finally, a visual inspection was made to ensure that the resulting Google map definition aligned with the original KML with no errors. The result is shown in Figure 5.
While the use of a formula in Excel prevented human error, there are still opportunities for error. For large numbers of simple polygons or more complex multi-part polygons, it would be more efficient to write a script for doing this type of conversion in batches. For this project, it was easier to save the coordinates to a .CSV file, do the conversion with an Excel formula, and paste the results into code.
4.3.2. The Query Form

At the top-left of the window is a form that allows users to enter variables, shown in Figure 6. The first line of the form has three variables, a type of crime (e.g. assault, homicide…etc.), a start date, and an end date. Crime type is selected via a drop-down menu, and dates are selected via a date picker to ensure proper formatting. The drop-down menu is populated with a query to the SODA API that is executed when the page loads. The query selects distinct crime types from the database and, once these are returned, sorts them alphabetically and injects the list into the HTML defining the drop-down.

![Map Chicago Crime](image)

Figure 6: Application query form.

Once the variables for crime type and a window of time are set, the user then presses “Go”. Crime data fitting the user criteria is shown on the map as a series of points. With the crimes mapped, the user may then set the variables in the second line of the query form. The two variables set the definition of spatiotemporal co-location for the social media posts. The first variable sets the time in minutes before and after a crime is committed. The second variable sets a distance in meters and defines a buffer radius around a crime incident. The defaults for spatiotemporal co-location are set to 10 minutes and 150 meters. The form also has a button for clearing the map.
4.3.3. The Information Window

When a user clicks a crime incident on the map, information about the incident is displayed, in table form, in a box on the left side of the application window. Items in the table include: case number and crime type, an incident description, whether there was an arrest, incident date, time of day, ward, police district, block-level address, a description of the location, and geographic coordinates. This information comes from the City of Chicago Data Portal (see Figure 7).

![Crime Incident Information Table](image)

**Figure 7**: Application information box with crime data table and scrollable list of tweets.

Below the table of incident information, but in the same box, spatiotemporally co-located Twitter posts are listed if any are found for the specified criteria. For each Twitter post, the
user’s profile image, user ID, screen name, time stamp, content, and any included URLs are displayed.

4.3.4. The Webpage Backend

The design of the webpage backend is standard and, like many websites, it consists of HTML, CSS, and Javascript files: HTML for what content is to be displayed; CSS to describe how that content is displayed; and, some JavaScript (with some JQuery) that responds to user interactions. JavaScript is also used to display the Google Map basemap, build RESTful queries from user inputs to the query form, and finally, to create markers from the returned data and display their locations on the Google Maps basemap.
Chapter 5 Application Assessment

The objective of creating a crime mapping application that matches crime incident locations with spatiotemporally co-located tweets has been met. Crime incident locations are mapped and clicking these locations updates the information window as expected. If there are spatiotemporally co-located Twitter posts, given the time and distance query variables, their locations are mapped and their content is provided in a scrollable list in the Twitter post window. This chapter reports on the performance of the application and its unexpected results.

5.1. Application Output

Unfortunately, assessment of the application’s ability to achieve this project’s goals of accelerating case clearances is difficult. It turns out that most crimes that occurred during the collection period have no meaningful spatiotemporal co-location with location-tagged Twitter posts. For the purposes of this thesis, meaningful spatiotemporal co-location is defined as within one average Chicago block (150 meters) and within 10 minutes of the incident. Another issue is that none of the few spatiotemporally co-located posts contain content related to their co-located incidents. While it was expected that there would be few Twitter posts containing relevant information, it was assumed that there would be some. This turned out not to be the case.

The result is an application where the user clicks crime incidents looking for spatiotemporal co-locations and little happens until the spatiotemporal co-location variables are broadened so much as to become meaningless. For example, of the 64 homicides that occurred in May, only one homicide had what could be considered a meaningful co-location. Furthermore, if the user had mapped all 64 homicides in the month of May, finding this incident and its co-located Twitter post would involve clicking incidents randomly until discovering the spatiotemporal co-location.
Since it was not possible to confirm by looking at the application’s output that it was indeed functioning as intended, a series of tests were made on the Twitter database to confirm the sparseness of spatiotemporally co-located Twitter posts and find out how many exist. To better understand the roles time and space play in spatiotemporal co-location, the data was explored by charting the number of tweets versus the number of crime incidents by hour of the day during the collection period. Then, crime incidents that have spatiotemporal co-locations with tweets were mapped along with location-tagged tweets using QGIS. Finally, the contents spatiotemporally co-located tweets were analyzed and categorized to see if they contained relevant information.

5.2. Assessment of Query Results

Five crime types were analyzed along with the Twitter data. Each of the two months of the collection period was examined individually so that any extreme month-to-month variation could be observed. For simplicity, the periods from 5/3/2017 – 6/2/2017 and 6/3/2017 – 7/2/2017, are referred to as “May” and “June” respectively. Each crime type was totaled and then each record’s position was compared to the locations of the records in the Twitter data.

It was found that spatiotemporal co-location of Twitter posts with incidents of crime is rare for a few reasons. Most crimes happen at times when Twitter traffic is low, and for most crime types, the crime incidents are not occurring in areas that generate high volumes of location-tagged Twitter posts. Finally, some crime types, such as kidnapping, are rare, further reducing the opportunity for meaningful spatiotemporal co-location. The following sections describe the process for analyzing the crime and Twitter data and provide detail of the results.
5.2.1. Crime, Location-Tagged Tweets, and Spatiotemporal Co-Location Totals

To begin the analysis, the number of incidents for each of five crime types was totaled. The crime types considered were arson, assault, criminal sexual assault, homicide and kidnapping. These crime types were chosen because they share severity and a lack of case clearances/arrests, and because they differ greatly in their total occurrences per month. The totals for each crime type were generated by importing the JSON responses from the Chicago Data Portal into a MongoDB collection and counted using MongoDB’s count query. The resulting totals are available in the Table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME_TYPE</th>
<th>MAY_TOTAL</th>
<th>JUN_TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Sexual Assault</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homicide</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnapping</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 359,569 location-tagged tweets were collected during the collection period: 174,416 in May and 185,153 in June. Since a bounding box was used to filter the query to the Twitter Streaming API, many of the location-tagged tweets fell outside the boundary of Chicago. These were removed using QGIS 2.18 to select and export to a new layer containing the tweet locations within 150 meters of Chicago’s boundary polygon. Any tweet farther than 150 meters from the boundary can be ignored in this analysis as it would not produce a meaningful co-location with Chicago crime incidents. The counts for location-tagged tweets are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Location-tagged tweet totals for May and June.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>LOCATION_TAGGED_TWEETS</th>
<th>IN_BOUNDARY</th>
<th>PER_DAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>174,416</td>
<td>105,272</td>
<td>3,395.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>185,153</td>
<td>109,702</td>
<td>3,656.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>359,569</td>
<td>214,974</td>
<td>3,524.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next steps in evaluating the data were to find all the crime incident locations that had meaningful spatiotemporal co-locations, count them, and find their position relative to the rest of the data. Python was used to separate crime incidents with meaningful spatiotemporal co-locations so that they could be counted (See Table 4 and Table 5).

Table 4: Count of incidents with meaningful spatiotemporal co-location in May.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME TYPE</th>
<th>WITH_CO-LOCATIONS</th>
<th>PCT_WITH_CO-LOCATIONS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARSON</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSAULT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.41%</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINAL SEXUAL ASSAULT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMICIDE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.56%</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIDNAPPING</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Count of incidents with meaningful spatiotemporal co-location in June.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRIME TYPE</th>
<th>WITH_CO-LOCATIONS</th>
<th>PCT_WITH_CO-LOCATIONS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARSON</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSAULT</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.38%</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINAL SEXUAL ASSAULT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMICIDE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIDNAPPING</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2. Time of Day and Spatiotemporal Co-Location

Low Twitter traffic at times when crimes are occurring would obviously have a negative effect on the chances of meaningful spatiotemporal co-location with Twitter posts. To observe
this relationship, a mixture of Python scripting, Microsoft Access, and Microsoft Excel was used to export time of day information to .CSV files, perform aggregate queries, and chart the results respectively. The final charts show the number of tweets vs. the number crime incidents for each hour of the day during each month. The processing flowchart is outlined in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Time of day data processing flowchart.

This process was performed on the Twitter data and five types of crime that included arson, assault, criminal sexual assault, homicide and kidnapping and was repeated for both
months in the collection period. The ten resulting charts are available in Appendix D while the more interesting ones are shown and discussed in this section.

For most of the crime types analyzed, the charts indicate that the number of crime incidents is higher at times of day when the number of tweets is low or middling and that patterns are similar month-to-month. Spikes in criminal activity usually occur when Twitter traffic in Chicago is low but there are some notable exceptions. In the chart for May homicides (Figure 9), the count of homicides peaks at 5 o’clock in the evening at the same time as the peak in Twitter traffic.

![Graph showing comparison of homicide incidents and tweets by hour in May.](image)

Figure 9: Comparison of homicide incidents and tweets by hour in May.

In another example, the May kidnapping count peaks when Twitter traffic was high at 9 o’clock in the morning (Figure 10).
Peaks in the criminal activity at times when Twitter traffic is high do not necessarily guarantee meaningful spatiotemporal co-location. May homicides generated only one meaningful spatiotemporal co-location and the post occurred at 11:55 at night, when Twitter activity was low. Furthermore, this post turned out to be a traffic reporting Twitter account warning of police activity in the area. It is unlikely that this post would generate potential witnesses or provide any additional information about the crime. In the case of the kidnapping peaks during May and June, no meaningful co-locations between kidnapping incidents and Twitter posts were found. Kidnappings were rare in comparison to homicides, further diminishing the opportunity for meaningful spatiotemporal co-location.

Assault was the only crime type analyzed that consistently showed high rates of occurrence at times when Twitter traffic was also high. Assaults were also much more prolific during both months of the collection period (see Figure 11 and Figure 12). These factors increase
the chances of meaningful spatiotemporal co-location between assault locations and Twitter posts.

Figure 11: Comparison of assault incidents and tweets by hour in May.
Here, it was observed that only assaults had data worth closer scrutiny. The assault incidents with meaningful co-locations were mapped in QGIS for the months of May and June. Visual inspection of the resulting maps confirmed that most of the assault incidents that had meaningful co-locations were clustered in areas with a high point density of tweets. This was the same for both months of the collection period with two thirds of the assault incidents clustered in an area near Chicago’s downtown (see Figure 13 and Figure 14).
Figure 13: Geographic comparison of co-located assault incidents and all tweets in May.
Figure 14: Geographic comparison of co-located assault incidents and all tweets in June.

To see if any of the spatiotemporally co-located tweets had relevant information to their co-located crimes, the last step taken in data analysis was to inspect the content of the spatiotemporally co-located tweets. Comma separated value output from the same Python scripts used find the crime incidents and meaningfully co-located tweets was opened in Microsoft Excel so that each of the co-located tweets could be easily read and categorized by content. Based on
the observed content, four categories were developed: “A” for automatic/advisory, “C” for check-in, “J” for job posting, and “P” for personal posts of arbitrary nature. It was found that the “A” and “J” tweets, which made up nearly 20% of the total, were of little use and efforts to eliminate these in the future should be taken. The remainder, consisted of about 44 percent “C” category, and about 36 percent “P” category (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Tweet category percentages during the collection period. A = automatic/advisory, C = check-in, J = job posting, and P = personal.

While categorizing the tweets, care was taken to assess the content of each post to determine whether there was information relevant to the crime. This was highly subjective, but one of the 64 assault-co-located tweets stood out as a possibility. A “P” tweet with the username Tiana Taylor read, “I’m guessing it’s a lil to warm cause y’all wanna let off clips and s**t”. The user might only be commenting on the heat-related irritability of others with some dark humor. Furthermore, the “clip” referred to in the post is assumed to mean a gun clip, but the user might mean something else. Still, it could warrant a follow up.
5.3. Assessment Summary

For most crimes, meaningful spatiotemporal co-location with tweets is exceedingly rare. For the crimes analyzed in the assessment most had none. Only the crime of assault had a quantity of meaningful co-locations worth studying. Even then, the percentage of assault incidents that had spatiotemporal co-locations with tweets was very small. This is because most crimes in Chicago are committed at times when Twitter traffic is low.

Assault was chosen for further analysis because it was the only crime type to show more than a few meaningful spatiotemporal co-locations. Mapping co-located assaults with tweet locations confirmed that spatiotemporal co-locations are far more likely in areas with a high density of location-tagged tweets.

In analyzing the content of the co-located tweets, it was found that some categories of tweet are useless because they are automated and should be ignored during data collection. Other categories could still be useful, but this study found only one co-located tweet, out of the 359,569 tweets collected with possibly relevant information in the content.
Chapter 6 Discussion and Future Work

The application turned out to be highly functional in attaining the objective, but the sparseness of location-tagged tweets in most areas of Chicago makes the application of little use in accomplishing the goal of increased case clearances. Furthermore, finding anything of interest using the application is like trying to find a needle in a haystack unless the parameters of spatiotemporal co-location are broadened so much that the results become irrelevant to specific crimes. It comes down to a problem of quantity. The next section points out one way the quantity problem could be addressed. This is followed by a section on user interface enhancements and another on programmatical improvements that could be made in future work.

6.1. Addressing the Quantity Problem

Addressing the quantity problem would mean finding more location-tagged social media posts. Meaningful co-locations between tweets and crime incidents was found to be more likely in downtown Chicago where the density of tweet locations is high. If one could increase the density of social media post locations in areas outside of downtown Chicago, it might be possible to increase the number of meaningful co-locations. Looking to other social media platforms could help but the other widely-used platforms, like Facebook and Instagram, do not provide the same kind or quantity of data as Twitter.

A better way to address the quantity problem is through some of the location inference methods mentioned briefly in Chapter 2. Since check-in (category “C”) tweets make up a sizable percentage of tweet content, location inference methods that compare points of interest mentioned in the content with entries in a POI database, would be an excellent place to start.
6.2. User Interface Enhancements

The application needs a method for finding spatiotemporal co-location based on a user specified location. Finding co-locations for specific crimes can be tedious if only a date range is used to filter them. For crimes that occur frequently, this is especially problematic. Filtering assaults for a date range of one day still results in a crowded map, where specific crimes are hard to find. It would be useful to enable an investigator to enter a location and quickly check for spatiotemporally co-located social media posts.

Another beneficial addition for investigators would be a means of flagging relevant tweets and saving them to a list. The list could be printed out or shared digitally with a team of investigators.

6.3. Programmatical Improvements

The best way to improve this application (aside from adding more social media sources) would be to know which crimes had spatiotemporally co-located social media posts before the user does all the searching. In this project, the tweets are pre-collected and stored, so it is possible to find all the crime incidents with co-locations when the user makes the request for crimes. One of the scripts used to analyze the data for this project goes through all the crimes and finds their co-locations. A similar script could be run in the application and do two important things: separate all incidents with co-locations from those without and store all co-located tweets in memory. Then it would be possible to “turn off” or remove crime incidents without co-locations from the map (or at least symbolize them differently). This would also reduce the number of queries to the Twitter datastore. The script would make the visual information foraging less tedious and the application more efficient.
6.4. Conclusion

Implementation of the above-recommended changes to the interface and programming would produce a valuable tool for both the police and the public, provided that more location-tagged data could be found (through adding data from other social media platforms and/or through location inference). The tool could augment existing social media canvassing procedures in law enforcement, while an interested public could also participate and share their findings. The publicly available, open-source crime mapping application would aid in case clearances and solving heinous crimes.

This application could also be repurposed for a variety of use cases. A similar use case to the one outlined for this thesis would be using co-located tweets for situational awareness during large events where many people are in attendance. In this case, a broader definition of spatiotemporal co-location would be acceptable since phenomena like protests, sporting events, and natural disasters are either spread over a larger area or draw crowds likely to post information about the event to social media.

The datasets used in the application do not need to have anything to do with social media. The two datasets being compared could be anything. With the right data, the application could be repurposed for site selection based on user input criteria or finding points of interest near a user-defined location.

Where this project really shows promise, however, is in its use of MongoDB for data storage and a custom API to for data retrieval. One could add a programmatical step to the API that could be executed between retrieving geospatial data from the MongoDB and sending the results to the application. Different endpoints could be created for a variety of geospatial analyses on data returned from the MongoDB database. The results of this programmatical step
could then be returned to the application via the API. In crime mapping, this method could be used to add functionality like hotspot analysis for crime prediction, or simple logic for managing human assets in the field. In general, this could bring many commonly used spatial analysis tools to the web without the need to download software. If one is interested in using, making improvements to, or repurposing the application, the code is available at:
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Appendix A Python Script for Tweet Collection

from TwitterAPI.TwitterAPI import TwitterAPI
from geojson import Feature, Point
import json
import time
from pymongo import MongoClient

while True:
    try:

        CONSUMER_KEY = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'
        CONSUMER_SECRET = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'
        ACCESS_TOKEN_KEY = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'
        ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET = 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

        api = TwitterAPI(CONSUMER_KEY,
                         CONSUMER_SECRET,
                         ACCESS_TOKEN_KEY,
                         ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET)

        r = api.request('statuses/filter', {'locations': "-87.940033, 41.644102, -87.523993, 42.023067 "})

        client = MongoClient("localhost:27017")
        db = client.twitterAPI

        for item in r:

            if item['coordinates'] is not None:

                lng = item['coordinates']["coordinates"][0]
                lat = item['coordinates']["coordinates"][1]
                tweetPoint = Point((lng, lat))
                placeName = item['place']["full_name"]

                name = item['user']["name"]
                screenName = item['user']["screen_name"]
                image = item['user']["profile_image_url"]

                tweetDate = str(item['created_at'])
tweetTimeStampMS = float(item['timestamp_ms'])

content = item['text']
hash = list((object['text'] for object in item['entities']['hashtags']))
urls = list((object['url'] for object in item['entities']['urls']))

tweet = Feature(geom tweetPoint,
    properties={"userName": name,
            "screenName": screeName, "image": image, "tweetDate": tweetDate,
            "tweetTimeStampMS":
tweetTimeStampMS, "text": content, "hashTags": hash,
            "urls": urls,
            "placeName": placeName})

db.wCoords.insert_one(
    {
        "type": "Feature",
        "geometry": {"type": "Point",
            "coordinates": [lng, lat]},
        "properties": {
            "userName": name,
            "screenName": screeName, "image": image,
            "tweetDate": tweetDate,
            "tweetTimeStampMS":
tweetTimeStampMS,
            "text": content,
            "hashTags": hash,
            "urls": urls,
            "placeName": placeName
        }
    }
)

print json.dumps(tweet, indent=2)
print "sent to wCoords"
else:
    placeName = item['place']['full_name']
    name = item['user']['name']
screeName = item['user']['screen_name']
image = item['user']['profile_image_url']

tweetDate = str(item['created_at'])
tweetTimeStampMS = float(item['timestamp_ms'])

content = item['text']
hash = list((object['text'] for object in item['entities']['hashtags']))
urls = list((object['url'] for object in item['entities']['urls']))

tweet = Feature(geometry=None,
properties={"userName": name,
"screeName": screeName, "image": image, "tweetDate": tweetDate,
"tweetTimeStampMS":
tweetTimeStampMS, "text": content, "hashTags": hash,
"urls": urls,
"placeName": placeName})

db.noCoords.insert_one({
  "type": "Feature",
  "geometry": None,
  "properties": {
    "userName": name,
    "screeName": screeName,
    "image": image,
    "tweetDate": tweetDate,
    "tweetTimeStampMS":
tweetTimeStampMS,
    "text": content,
    "hashTags": hash,
    "urls": urls,
    "placeName": placeName
  }
})

print json.dumps(tweet, indent=2)
print "sent to noCoords"

pass
except Exception as e:
print("Something went wrong: "+repr(e))
time.sleep(15)
Appendix B hapi.js Custom API

var Hapi = require('hapi');

var mongoose = require('mongoose/');

mongoose.Promise = global.Promise;

mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/tweets');
var db = mongoose.connection;

var pointSchema = mongoose.Schema({
    geometry: Object,
    type: String,
    properties: Object
},
{
    collection:'wCoords'
});

var Point = mongoose.model('Point', pointSchema)

var server = new Hapi.Server({
    connections: {
        routes: {
            
        
    });
cors: true

);
}

server.connection({ port: 8080 });

server.route([
  // Get tweets
  {
    method: 'GET',
    path: '/tweets',
    handler: function(request, reply) {
      var lng = request.query.lng;
      var lat = request.query.lat;
      var dist = request.query.dist;
      var minTime = request.query.minMS;
      var maxTime = request.query.maxMS;
      var result =
        Point.find({
          $and:
            [{
              $geometry:
                {
                  $near:
                    {
                      $geometry:
                        {
                          type: 'Point',
                          coordinates:
                            [parseFloat(lng), parseFloat(lat)]
                    },
                    $minDistance: 0,
                    $maxDistance: parseInt(dist)
            }},
            {
              $properties.tweetTimeStamp:
                {
                  $gt: parseFloat(minTime),
                  $lt: parseFloat(maxTime)
            }}
        });
      result.exec(function(err, points) {
        reply(points);
      });
    }
  }
]);
server.start(function(err) {
  console.log('MongoDB is listening to http://localhost:8080');
});
var map;
function initMap() {

//MAP STYLE DEFINITION BEGIN
var styledMapType = new google.maps.StyledMapType([{
  "elementType": "geometry",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#c9c9c9"}]
},
{ "elementType": "labels.icon",
  "stylers": [{"visibility": "off"}]
},
{ "elementType": "labels.text.fill",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#616161"}]
},
{ "elementType": "labels.text.stroke",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#f5f5f5"}]
},
{ "featureType": "administrative.land_parcel",
  "elementType": "labels.text.fill",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#bdbdbd"}]
},
{ "featureType": "poi",
  "elementType": "geometry",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#b8b8b8"}]
},
{ "featureType": "poi",
  "elementType": "labels.text.fill",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#757575"}]
},
{ "featureType": "poi.park",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#939393"}]
}]);

//MAP STYLE DEFINITION END

var mapOptions = {
  center: new google.maps.LatLng(37.7749, -122.4194),
  zoom: 10,
  mapTypeId: google.maps.MapTypeId.ROADMAP,
  styles: styledMapType
};

// MAP END
// MAP STYLE DEFINITION END

map = new google.maps.Map(document.getElementById('map'), mapOptions);

// MAP END
"stylers": [{"color": "#eeeeee"}],
{
  "featureType": "water",
  "elementType": "geometry",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#0a1521"}]
},
{
  "featureType": "water",
  "elementType": "labels.text.fill",
  "stylers": [{"color": "#9e9e9e"}]
},
{name: 'Gray'});

//MAP DEFINITION BEGIN
map = new google.maps.Map(document.getElementById('map'),
{
  center: {lat: 41.841832, lng: -87.623177},
  zoom: 11,
  mapTypeControlOptions: {
    mapTypeIds: []
  },
  streetViewControl: true,
  streetViewControlOptions: {
    position: google.maps.ControlPosition.LEFT_BOTTOM
  },
  zoomControl: true,
  zoomControlOptions: {
    position: google.maps.ControlPosition.LEFT_BOTTOM
  }
});
map.mapTypes.set('Gray', styledMapType);
map.setMapTypeId('Gray');

//MAP DEFINITION END

//CHICAGO BOUNDARY POLYGON START
//THIS IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE FOR THIS APPENDIX. THE BOUNDARY POLYGON FOR CHICAGO WOULD HAVE TAKEN UP FAR TOO MUCH ROOM
var outer3 = [
    {lat: 42.005424, lng: -87.933485},
    {lat: 42.004888, lng: -87.933611},
    {lat: 42.004882, lng: -87.933613},
    {lat: 42.004930, lng: -87.933977},
    {lat: 42.004970, lng: -87.934273},
    {lat: 42.004983, lng: -87.934373},
    {lat: 42.004922, lng: -87.934372},
    {lat: 42.005424, lng: -87.933485}
];

var chicago = new google.maps.Polygon(
    paths: [outer1, inner1, inner2, outer2, outer3],
    strokeColor: '#000000',
    strokeOpacity: 0.35,
    strokeWeight: 3,
    fillColor: '#000000',
    fillOpacity: 0.15
);

chicago.setMap(map);

//CHICAGO POLYGON END
Appendix D Crime Incidents vs. Tweets Charted by Hour

Comparison of Arson and Tweets by Hour in May

Comparison of Arson and Tweets by Hour in June